Lucky 7

Bucks 'N' Banks
Ticket Form Number:
Manufacturer:

13126
Douglas Press, Inc.

Price:

$0.50

Number of Tickets in Deal:

2,760

Top Instant Prize:
Payout:

$50.00
$1,070.00

Profit:

$310.00

Percent Payback:

77.54%

Total Instant Winners:
Overall Odds:
Approval Date:

116
1:23.79
April 16, 2009

How to Play
BUCKS ‘N’ BANKS™ is a seal card game with instant winners and seal card winners. To play, the player would pay $0.50 for
the ticket and then open the windows on the backside to reveal the symbols. If the symbols inside the ticket match the winning
combinations on the front, they are a winner. All instant winners will have a cash payout showing the amount won. There are
2,760 tickets in a deal with 116 instant winners.

Seal Card Instructions
There are 10 “Red 13” HOLD tickets in the deal, each identified by a red number 13 (013 through 913). There are 4 BANK
symbol tickets in the deal, each identified by a number (1-4) and the words “WIN ON SEAL CARD!” Each “Red 13” HOLD
ticket will win a prize on the seal card and each BANK ticket will win a prize on the seal card.
Each player holding a numbered BANK ticket goes to the seal card where the operator will open the corresponding numbered
BANK seal and award the player the prize revealed. A line is provided under each BANK seal to allow the operator to record
each winning player’s name.
Players holding a “Red 13” HOLD ticket sign their name on the corresponding sign-up line on the seal card. This ensures that if
the game is not completely sold out in one day, the players will receive their winnings. There are ten sign-up lines for “Red 13”
HOLD tickets.
Once the game is completely sold out, the operator will announce the name of the game “BUCKS ‘N’ BANKS” and serial
number, and that the game is now in play. Then the operator will open the 5 “money” seals to reveal the 10 winning numbers
corresponding with the Red 13 HOLD tickets. The prize amounts appearing on the seals are awarded to the players holding the
tickets matching the corresponding numbers revealed under the seals and the game is over.
Red 13 prizes will be paid out as follows: 1 @ $300, 1 @ $100, 2 @ $75, 3 @ $25 and 3 @ $25.
BANK prizes will be paid out as follows: 1 @ $100, 1 @ $75, 1 @ $50 and 1 @ $25.

INSTANT WINNERS

PAY OUT
VALUES

WINNING COMBINATIONS

1 Winner @ $50.00

$50.00

Cash + Cash + Cash

5 Winners @ $2.00

$10.00

Vault + Vault + Vault

10 Winners @ $1.00

$10.00

Gold Bar + Gold Bar + Gold Bar

100 Winners @ $0.50

$50.00

Blue 88s/99s

